oid tissues, synthesize RA. The presence of this vitamin A metabolite is sufficient to induce gut homing receptors on activated T cells, even in the absence of GALT-DC (8) .
Given the impact of GALT-DC-derived RA on effector T cell migration, we hypothesized that this mechanism might also target B cells to the gut. . S4D ), and activated B cells that were exposed to liver-or spleen-DC exprmsed much less a407 and CCR9 than B cells that were activated together with MLN-DC or liver/spleen-DC plus RA (Fig. 2, A and B) . Imprinting of gut tropism by MLN-DC depended on RA, because a407 and CCR9 induction was abrogated by LE540, which blocks the RAR family of RA receptors (9). Thus, the cellular and molecular mechanism that imprint gut-homing B cells are conserved acrss species.
Gut tropism was not acquired only by naive human B cells; CD27+ antigen-experienced B cells, initially a4PT4OWCCR9F4lW also became a4p7highCCR9+ upon activation in the presence of RA orMLN-DC (Fig. 2, A and B) , suggesting that memory B cells retain migratory plasticity, analogously to memory Tcells (10, 11). To explore this more rigorously, we stimulated B cells with or without RA and then restimulated under reversed imprinting conditions. B cells that were activated without RA expressed few gut-homing receptors but became a4,B7hghCCR9+ upon restimulation with RA (Fig. 2, C and D) . Conversely, B cells finst exposed to RA and then restimulated without RA down-regulated CCR9 but remained a4[7High (Fig. 2C and SOM Text 2) . Thus, effector B cells adjust their homing commitment to changing microenvironmental conditions. Accordingly, in repeatedly immunized humans the ASC homing phenotype depends on the route of antigen entry during the most recent immunization, irrespec tive of previous immunizations (12) .
In vivo, human and murine IgA-ASC express the chemokine receptor CCR1O, which has been implicated in ASC migration to mucosal tissues (Fig. 3C and fig. S7) , and MLN (Fig. 3E,  fig. S7 , and SOM Text 6). Human MLN-DC, but not liver-DC or spleen-DC also possessed a po tent intrinsic capacity to promote human IgA ASC (Fig. 3E) . Human MLN-DC-driven IgA secretion depended on DC-derived RA and IL-6, and supplementation of RA plus IL-6 to human B cells augmented IgA secretion in cultures con taining liver-DC, but not in the absence of DC.
Having established that GALT-DC-derived RA is essential to induce gut-homing IgA-ASC in vitro, we investigated the physiological role of RA using vitamin A-deficient mice, in which GALT-DC lack the prerequisite substrate for RA production (8). Compared with control mice, most secondary lymphoid organs in vitamin A-deficient animals contained fewer a4p7+ antigen-experienced (i.e., B220+/IgD-) B cells (Fig. 4A) 
